‘Fidget Spinner: Journey Of Secrets’ Offers A Collection Of Cool
Spinners Guaranteed Not Be Out Of Stock
VR & AR Modes Included In Cool Idle / Clicker Game
Perth, Australia, June 12th 2017: mobile game developer Ezone.com is proud to
announce the official release of their amazing Fidget Spinner: Journey Of Secrets,
available today as a free download on iOS® and Android™. If you thought fidget spinners
are nothing but stress-relieving toys or a passing fad, think again. Prepare yourself for a
journey through the ages where you will unwind the mysteries of the humble fidget
spinner.
Launch Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saK0Y1oblGs
The guys at Ezone have created the best fidget spinner simulator available for iOS® and
Android™. These spinners are just like the real thing with eye-popping 3D visuals and
lighting, real sounds sampled from actual fidget spinners, and accurate real-time physics.
Touch and turn, swipe them, or rapid tap the center to reach maximum spin speed.
Activate the Augmented Reality view to see the spinners come alive in your world. Tilt
to adjust the view and line-up the perfect photo, or grab your Google® Cardboard
viewer and go into Virtual Reality to zoom in and examine your spinner from every angle.
Journey of Secrets is not just a simulator, it’s also an idle/clicker game. Each spinner
within the game has a target number of spins: reach it to unlock the next. As you unlock
each spinner more clues will be revealed to help you discover the true purpose of these
intriguing devices. Do you have what it takes to discover all their secrets?
If you like idle/incremental/clicker games with amazing 3D graphics, accurate physics,
and an overarching discoverable storyline, this is a must-have download. What will you
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discover when you unwind the Journey of Secrets? Aliens? A Higher Power? Conspiracy?
Download today to find out...
Fidget Spinner: Journey Of Secrets
iOS®

http://ezone.com/ios/journey

Android™

http://ezone.com/android/journey

Journalists interested in further information or additional assets may contact GAME
PROMOTER™ by sending an email to press@gamepromoter.biz. Members of the press
are encouraged to visit the following Hotlinks for recent news and updates to this and
other great titles by the developer.
Developer Website

www.ezone.com

Press-Kit

http://ezone.com/app/journey

Facebook

www.facebook.com/ezonecom

Twitter

www.twitter.com/ezonecom

YouTube Channel

www.youtube.com/user/jock1ess
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